I SPY @ THE ALLEN

CAN YOU USE THESE CLUES TO FIND WORKS OF ART IN OUR MUSEUM?

Use our Allen Augmented Reality exploration tool and the numbered cutout clues to locate the artworks in each gallery!
In the bottom left corner of your screen, click this symbol to see the floor plan.
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When you're looking around this room, don't forget to look up at the beautiful ceiling.
BONUS CHALLENGE:
Can you find a sailboat, a dollar bill and a shiny bronze horse?
This area of the museum is full of detail. Look closely to notice the many colors, patterns, and textures of the artwork.
BONUS CHALLENGE: Can you find two tiny teapots, two crouching beasts, and a person wearing bright green?
This room has many portraits in it. Do you think any of the portraits are looking at each other across the room?
BONUS CHALLENGE: Can you find a lemon, a harp, and a handful of paintbrushes?
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1. Kutani 九谷 (Japanese, active 19th century), *Sake Cup Decorated with Scenes and Text of the Former Red Cliff Ode*, 19th century, glazed porcelain with overglaze enamel colors. Gift of Charles F. Olney, 1904.646
2. Tatsuzō Shimaoka (Shimaoka Tatsuzō 島岡達三) (Japanese, 1919–2007), *Square Vase*, ca. 1990, glazed stoneware. Gift of Dr. Sanford L. Palay (OC 1940), 1999.3.70
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